Vulnerability in compiler leads to perfect
stealth backdoor in software.

Hello!
I am DAVID Baptiste
I did not find something interesting to said about me,
except I’m glad to be with you .
You can find me at bdavid@esiea.fr

1.
Introduction
Let’s start with a small state of the art about backdoors

What a backdoor is
Definition: In a software, a backdoor is a functionnality, unknown from the original user,
introduced in order to provide to a third party an access to the software.
What it is not:

✘ A shell able to perform actions → it is a RAT (Remote Access Tool).
✘ A shellcode injected into a software via an exploit.

 It is introduced at design time (in the source code generally) and on purpose.

What is the purpose of a backdoor?
→ The goal is to allow the designer of the backdoor to get an access which is not
supposed to hold.
→ Get access to a resource used by the software (data, devices, …)
→ Ability to deactivate the software.
→ Change silently the behavior of this one in an unexpected way.
What are the main objectives of a backdoor?
→ Be persistence : Must survive to reboot and reinstallation.
→ Be secret : Once it is known, this one is no more useable.
→ Be deniable : Allow you to pretend it is not your fault (“it’s a bug”).
→ Be stealth : This is the most important point.
* Hard to detect at analysis time.
* Hard to detect at running (exploitation) time.

Historical and most
efficient/used ones.

How to build a backdoor? (1/10)
→ Backdoors are introduced at design time (during the implementation).
Implementation of a software is performed in several steps:
1) Writing the source code
2) Compiling the source code
3) Broadcast/download the compiled software
4) Installing the compiled software

Inserting the backdoor directly
in the source code.
Inserting a backdoor via the
compiler (compiling code in an
unexpected way).
Substitution/modification on the
fly (need to get access to the
Insertion
of backdoor
target’s
network).during
installation (requires the system
is currupted).

How to build a backdoor? (2/10)
→ Source code level backdoors.
Examples ?! – For sure!

It is supposed to be a
comparaison (==) not an
affectation (=).

→ Fiction: WarGames (1983) – password “Joshua” used as a backdoor.
→ Reality:
- Interbase (1994) – login “politically - correct” as a backdoor.
- _NSAKEY (1999) – cipher key with an exotic name inside
Windows NT4…
- Linux Kernel (2003) – kernel/exit.c → (current->uid = 0) in
sys_wait4() function.

- Cisco Unified Videoconferencing (2010) – unexpected users
accounts with root rights…
- Samsung Galaxy (2014) – Paul Kocialkowski find a program
able to access files remotely.

How to build a backdoor? (3/10)
→ Compilation backdoors.
Regular compilation procedure :

Intermediate
language (asm)

Source code
(.c, .cpp, .asm…)

Object files (.obj)

Executable file
(.exe)

Assembler

Compiler

Linker

How to build a backdoor? (4/10)
→ Compilation backdoors.
→ Reflections on trusting trust, Ken Thompson, 1984.
Idea:
- From a modified version of a compiler, we can introduce a flaw
with the compiler in the compiled source code.
“The compiler will deliberately miscompile source whenever a
particular pattern is matched.”
Pro:

- When reading the source code of the program, no flaw can be
discovered. This one is silently inserted at compilation time…
Con:
- We need to modify the compiler of the victim – which supposes
we have already access to the target machine…

How to build a backdoor? (5/10)
→ Another solution is about to exploit existing flaws in compilers…
→ Let’s abuse undefined behavior on compliers!

→ Let’s compile that with Visual Studio and GCC compliers.

How to build a backdoor? (5/10)
→ And the result is:

Get the base address of array and add offset
stored in i.
array[1] → rax

GCC

Visual Studio
Compute
“++i”; 2018

→ i = 0n02
→ array[1] = 2

→ i = 0n02
→ array[2] = 2
Compute:
i = i + 1;

Array[1] = i

How to build a backdoor? (6/10)
→ Pro:
→ Compiled code differs from what the writer expected.
→ Con:
→ It does not really hide what it does … actually it’s written, meaning “++i”.
→ Such a construction is well known and it depends from compiler families.
→ It although could depend from versions to versions…
→ Optimizations and different constructions (memory management) could result
to different results.

→ Hard to use in real life (duality of choices, keep original behavior)…

How to build a backdoor? (7/10)
→ Compilation backdoors.
→ Exploiting a bug in a compiler…
→ Scotty Bauer, Pascal Cuoq, and John Regehr.
Deniable backdoors using compiler bugs. 2015.
- Exploit a “bug” in Clang/LLVM 3.3 compiler from June 2013.
- Compiled with quite regular options.

→ According to the C language standard, this program should exit
normally, but with the right compiler version, it doesn’t!

How to build a backdoor? (8/10)
→ Compilation backdoors.
→ Pro: No need to modify the compiler installed on the victim’s machine.
→ Con:
- All of those operations are necessary to trigger the bug.
- We need to find a very similar pattern in the system being attacked.
- Or to make an excuse to introduce it…
→ Authors propose an example based on sudo: plugins/sudoers/parse.c:220
>

How to build a backdoor? (9/10)
→ Compilation backdoors.
→ Hide “code” in the middle of the source code could work … but not.
→ Codes are audited … bet on the stupidity of analysts is far to be a
solution.
→ Do not forget: Backdoors must be deniable!
- Good luck to explain why you introduced such a code.
- And with the complexity of code’s layers, to pretend it was
not on purpose will be quite an interesting challenge.

How to build a backdoor? (10/10)
→ Moral of the story?
- Written directly in source code does not work.
- Introduced at compile time is better but not enough.
Objectives of a good backdoor:
1) Trigger from source code by compiler at compile time.
2) The flaw exploited must not introduce ugly or irrelevant code.
- The code must be justifiable.
- If the flaw is discover, we must have strong arguments to
pretend it was not on purpose.

2.
Flaw in ML compiler
All starts with a vulnerability … in the logic flow…

Macro Assembler (aka ml.exe or MASM)
→ Compiler for assembly language from 1981!
- Developed by Microsoft.
- Still present in the last versions of Visual Studio…
→ Popular by the use of macro code to simplify code:

→ No major change from decades…
→ Used to compile: uefi, firmware, drivers, hypervisor, antivirus, operating
system, optimized libraries used for calculation, etc.

Macro Assembler (aka ml.exe or MASM)
→ From the MASM 6.1 Programmer’s Guide.

→ What it is not:

→ Conditional operator is different from logical one.
→ We focus on the one used in conditions.

It is a question of logic
→ Let’s use C language for a minute.
→ Bang operator “!a” means:

- if a ≠ 0 → 0 (false)
- if a = 0 → 1 (true)
→ Then, the condition “!a == 0” means
“if a is different from zero”.
→ The same way, “!a == 1” means
“if a is zero”.
→ “b” variable can any Boolean variable.

It is a question of logic
→ Let consider the following assembly code:

→ We are all agree … all these conditions are different (in the logic they describe).
→ However when we compile or execute them …
→ They all look the same!

It is a question of logic
→ It is embarrassing … What did happen here?
→ Reminder the previous C code?
- This one was correctly executed.
- Let’s check why.
→ The C compiler of Visual studio had reserved a spot on the stack for a variable.
- It allows to test the negation without modifying the original value.
This
the “!b”
part of the
- It creates a shadow local value destroyed once
theistest
is performed…
condition which is evaluated
After reading the a value,
by a conditional test
→ None
we compare
it to theof this action is performed by ML compiler.
procedure to set the
temporary one (ie: “!b”).
temporary value to zero or
one.

It is a question of logic
→ ML assembly does not perform any “silent” actions.
- It is a good point since assembly language is supposed
to give the full control of the program to the programmer.
→ The problem stands in the interpretation of “!a == b”.
- If it would be considered as: “!(a == b)” it would just be a
change in the conditional jump.
- But the documentation explains it is interpreted as “(!a) == b”.
- In such a case, a temporary variable is required.

→ In a way, we are able to fool the logic of conditions in assembly…
→ With no warning at compilation time.
→ It exists from decades (1992, ML 6.1, as far we have tested).

Time travel machine:
→ Thanks to DrWeb to provide me this (old) compilers. 

3.
Exploitation
Since a vulnerability has been found in the compiler, it is time to
exploit it .

Exploitation time
→ Because the flaw is a combination of source code and compiler, one must:
- Get access to the source code (+w).
- Use the ML compiler.
→ Candidates:
- Open source software (as a owner or a contributor).
- Consultants hired by companies that outsource their development
(assembly programing is far to be a mass sport, especially at high
level – kernel, firmware, etc.).
- Frustrated … dishonest … corrupted … employee.

Exploitation time
→ Formally speaking, the bug in the compiler does not take into account the
“!” (not) operator in context of equal checks.
→ In the bogus environment of ml compiler, truth equation of “!” is changed.

Normal compiler

Flawed compiler

→ From the same line of code, we have a different logic result.
→ Trusting the source code is now an error. The real logic is masked by the bug.

Exploitation time
→ We illustrate things with the use of access check to a resource reserved
to administrator.
It’s equivalent to:
- For instance,
runas or sudo==
under
.if caller context.isAdmin
1 UNIX subsystem.
return_error()

→ The goal is to introduce a flaw in a function supposed to check access rights,
before continuing potential privileged functionalities.
→ A simple solution could be:

Exploitation time
→ If a regular user calls the function, it gains access to the privileged function.
→ But, if an administrator calls the function, because of the bug, the legitimate
access is now refused!

→ We need to insert a new access, without removing the existing ones.

Exploitation time
→ The solution comes with a small raise of complexity about the code to
Check if the
provided name
The final condition
checks
backdoor… For instance, runas checks:
is a regular
(not admin)
if access is provided
or not.
user.
- The group where belongs the username provided.
Result is stored in esi.

- If the password is valid.

Check if the provided name belongs
to the group of administrator. Result
is storedverifications,
in edi.
→ Actually, runas is much more complex (with different groups
Check if the password is valid.
etc.) but, for the shake of simplicity, we are going toResult
consider
the following code
is stored in eax (default
as relevant.
returned value).

→ Such implementation in assembly could be performed as …

Exploitation time
→ We consider the truth table of the final condition (0: flase // 1: true):

→ Only administrators correctly logged have access.
→ The case where user is both admin and user is irrelevant here (supposed to
be impossible by design or required in the following of the function – logged
user could get access to the resource in read-only mode, for instance).

Exploitation time
→ Our goal is to:
- Get a regular user (i.e.: non administrator)
- With the correct password of the user account
- To be executed as an administrator
- In addition to administrator users whose execution is still guaranteed.
→ Modify the condition in a manner it does not change the logic of the condition
but it introduces the “!” operator.

→ Introduction is made on esi register since it holds the result of user group
belonging.

Exploitation time
→ With just the last modification, no user (administrator or not) would be
executed.
→ The condition is now only valid if the user is identified as being
membership of both administrator and non administrator group!
- Which is not supposed to happen, of course.
→ The solution is to use “negative logic” when writing the condition.
→ Everything which is identified not to be an authenticated user will be rejected.

- Otherwise the execution will be allowed for administrator.

Exploitation time
→ The new condition is now:

→ It is still “officially” the same condition as the first original one. Written logic
produces the same result (when logged, users refused, administrators allowed).
→ The justification of this first check lies in the need to avoid unnecessary checks
if the password is invalid.
- The change in source code can be presented as an optimization!!! 

Exploitation time
→ Official truth table (without the bug).
Password

User

0

0

Admin

Result

0

0
0
Impossible by definition / design.
0 Officially onlyNot
1 than previous
0 cases.
worth
undefined
administrators
have
access.
1
0
0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1 - Imp

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1 - Imp

0

Exploitation time
→ Unofficial truth table (WITH the bug).

Really compiled

Official source
Admins have
still access.
Logged users have
now access too!

Impossible cases, by
definition/design.

3.
Bug repport - Microsoft
It is time to get fun my friends.

Bug report time
→ Of course, in such a case, we reported this issue to Microsoft.
→ Timeline:
- 2/28/2018: Bug and its possible exploitation reported to Microsoft.
- 3/01/2018: Get an answer from Microsoft they are taking it into account.
- 3/07/2018: Microsoft claimed it was not a bug in the compiler.
- 3/08/2018: Answered and asked how would they call that…
- 3/13/2018: A vulnerability, temporary assigned to CVE-2018-0984.
- 4/10/2018: Microsoft asked to get more details since they had an internal
“heated debate” about it.
- 4/11/2018: Answered and asked when they were supposed to fix it.
- 4/11/2018: Microsoft is still debating internally whether this should be a
functional bug(aim to fix vnext) vs a security issue(assign a
CVE and push a security update).

Bug report time
We

→ Of course, in such a case, we reported this issue to Microsoft.
→ Timeline:
- 5/08/2018: Debate is over, it is not a vulnerability. CVE removed .
- 5/11/2018: If it is not a CVE, we publish it now since there is no problem.
Microsoft
- 5/11/2018: Microsoft proposed a phone call since “This issue is atypical
(…) the product team to revisit the decision.”
- 5/12/2018: We answered ok for the phone call, let’s fix a date.
- 5/16/2018: Phone call and yes, it is a vulnerability after all. Microsoft
ask for 3 months to correct the bug…
- 5/16/2018: Get CVE-2018-8232 number.
- 07/10/2018: Publication of the correction as Visual Studio update.

Bug report time
→ How Microsoft correct this bug? Time to guess …
- Insert a warning message to inform in this construction “!” is ignored.
- Interest an error message refusing to compile the code.
- Compile with a shadow variable as the C compiler does.
- Other?
→ This is almost the only possible correction…
- Backward compatibility with existing code…
- They admit the code has not been touched for 15 years…
- The goal is to not break existing application more than improving
things up…

3.
Conclusion
That is the beginning of the end.

https://www.thezdi.com/blog/2018/7/10/the-july-2018-security-update-review

Conclusion
→ We read in press some articles about this CVE. One interesting.

→ “A plot device to Mission Impossible movie” ?! Oo
- We let you make your own mind about this impossible plot... ;)
→ How authors got such details since this conference is the first time
we talk about this vulnerability…. ? :S

Conclusion
→ Seriously, there is vulnerability which is exploitable and not linked
to a version of a single software… It is generic to software compiled with ML!
→ And there are those related to compilers…
- This is a software which builds others!
- How to correct software possibly impacted by such backdoor?
→ Taking into account that:
- This bug is available from early 90’s (not to say before).
- Assembly is not a mass sport, usually mastered by few companies
used as contractors for others.
- Assembly code can be old, very old…
- Original authors might be elsewhere, retried or even dead (~30y ago)…

Conclusion
→ How to protect me against this backdoor?
- Update Visual Studio’s compilers could be a good start.
→ If you get original source code:
- Recompile all your software which are using assembly (x86).
→ Otherwise:
- Reverse engineering on the whole content of the software (check
every conditions and jumps to discover if there is nothing unexpected).
- Note that it supposed to know that the software has been written in
assembly and compiled with masm…
- In case of doubt … just reverse everything .

Conclusion
→ How to protect me against this type of backdoor?
→ Use open-source compilers: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_compilers
→ Do it by yourself and not by contractors … and trust does not exclude control.
- Mastering the technology is the key point of security.
- Control the behavior of the program via automatic or manual tests.
- Critical part of programs should be stressed to check everything is
correct.

Conclusion
About the work presented here:

→ This type of backdoor is perfectly stealth since it is not possible
to check the logic flaw from the source code.
- This type of backdoor is able to bypass source code auditing…

→ This backdoor is perfectly deniable (who could know there was
a flaw in Microsoft’s compiler?!).
→ This backdoor has persistence since it made decades the bug was present.

→ This backdoor is operational: changing logic of a program is the
best. In addition, assembly is usually used for critical code (ring 0).
→ Is that backdoor secret? Until Mars … yes.

Questions ?
If you do not have any, here are some embarassing:
→ Why Microsoft took so much time with CVE and to correct bugs?
→ Why did I not heard about that CVE before?
→ Could it be possible to use such backdoor on different software?
→ Is there any other vulnerabilities like this one?
→ Did you see such a backdoor in a real software? [Joker]

